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Abstract - Now in these days digital documents are rapidly increasing due to a number of applications and their data generation. Such
kind of data is very valuable for different application for business intelligence projects. But the key difficulty is the format of data and
their domain identification. On the other hand not any kind of fixed pattern is available on such kind of data. Therefore supervised
learning technique is not suitable for recognizing text pattern in such data sources. In order to solve these issues a new text clustering
technique is introduced in this work. The proposed data model includes the following contributions (1) preparation of dataset, (2)
designing two phase pre-processing technique (3) feature computation using weighted technique (4) feature selection and vectorization
process (5) cluster analysis using k-means clustering and domain knowledge. Additionally, in order to provide justification and
performance improvement over traditional tf-idf and k-means based text clustering technique is used. A number of experiments are
performed, with randomly selected patterns (text documents with different group identifiers). In this context comparative performance
results are prepared with help of most suitable values. According to comparative performance study 4-5 % clustering accuracy is
improved. And the memory consumption is also preserved by 3-5%. But the implementation leaked with higher time consumption
(approximate 10-30 MS (mean performance)) as compared to traditional clustering algorithm, due to additional feature extraction and
selection process. Overall performance is adoptable as compared to traditional algorithm. Thus, it suggested applying such algorithm
where higher accuracy is preferred for cluster analysis.
Keywords – Text clustering, K-means, Dataset, Clustering, Data mining, Feature extraction

1. Introduction

T

he text mining is a classical domain of research and
application development. Now in these days
number applications are usage the concept of text
mining for business analytics and others. In this presented
work the text mining techniques are studied and a new
efficient and accurate technique is developed.

In this presented work the key aim is to study about
clustering techniques. The clustering approaches are not
much accurate because of their unsupervised nature of
processes. Additionally the clustering approach can be
applicable on text documents for finding their clusters
more accurately. The clustering algorithm on text data is
complex task, additionally achieving precise outcomes
from the clustering over text data is also a complicated
task. Therefore the key aim of the work is investigate
about the different text clustering approach to enhance the
traditional k-means clustering for text document clustering.
In order to enhance the current clustering technique for
text data the proposed work is intended to develop a
improved weighted k-means clustering approach for
precise outcome.

The data mining techniques are used for analyzing data, in
order to find significant information among available raw
data. These techniques are developed through the
computational algorithms that help to automate processes
required to analyze the data. According to the nature of
data and their application requirements the different kinds
of algorithms can be applied on the data.
For example if the data has some predefined classes and
pattern samples then classification algorithms can be
implementable, if there are some transactional sets are
available and need to find frequent patterns then
association rule mining is performed, or if the data has no
class labels and need to find the different existing
categories or groups on data then clustering is performed.

2. Objectives
The main aim of the proposed work is to find an accurate
clustering scheme for text Therefore an improved k-means
clustering technique for text clustering is proposed in this
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of data to predict their actual pattern. As discussed the
clustering is an unsupervised learning approach therefore
the clustering of data not need to have any predefined
classes. According to the data objects and their internal
pattern similarity the algorithm decides the data object
groups automatically. In this presented work the document
clustering technique is investigated. Therefore a keen
literature is collected where a number of techniques for
cluster analysis are available. Among them the partition
based clustering approach is a most popular technique for
data analysis. Additionally in popularity the k-means
clustering is a most frequently used algorithm in partition
based clustering.

work. Additionally to solve the complexity of clustering,
the following objectives are established for computation.
•
Study of text clustering technique: in this phase
the different clustering techniques which are frequently
used in data mining tasks are studied. Additionally the
most promising technique is recovered for further studies.
•
Study of different improvements on text
mining approaches: in this phase the different clustering
improvement techniques are learned from the early
literature review. Additionally adoptable technique for text
clustering is obtained.
•
Design and implementation of the improved
clustering technique: in this phase a new clustering
technique is designed using weighted technique for
making more precise evaluation of text data. Additionally
their implementation using suitable technique is performed.
•
Performance study of the proposed approach:
in this phase the proposed data model is evaluated for
finding the improvements on existing clustering technique
and their comparative outcomes are demonstrated.

On the other hand the clustering techniques are also
affected by the nature of data, for example if the dataset is
available in structured format than the direct clustering
approach is applicable to the datasets. Additionally if the
data is not in structured format then strong pre-processing
techniques and feature computation techniques are
required to reduce the amount of efforts for performing the
clustering. In this presented work the key aim is to provide
the document clustering approach by enhancing the feature
selection technique for text identification. In order to
understand the core concept and proposed effort this
chapter includes the detailed problem understanding and
their solution for optimizing the performance of traditional
document clustering approach.

The proposed work is based on cluster computing for text
data. Therefore the key goal is established as design and
development of improved clustering scheme, after
successfully implementation of proposed task the
following outcomes are expected.
•
An improved approach of k-means clustering for
making accurate document clustering using weighted
technique
•
A comparative performance study with k-means
clustering and strength evaluation of the proposed
methodology
•
A new technique for document domain
identification with less resource consumption (running
time) as compared to traditional document clustering
approach

4. Problem domain
According to observations and the evaluation of literature
the following key issues and challenges are addressed for
enhancing the traditional text clustering technique.
1.

2.

3. Problem Definition and Proposed Solution
The rapidly increasing demand of digital data continuously
increases the volume of digital documents. Processing and
categorization of such significant amount of data for
utilizing with different applications are a complicated task.
In this presented chapter the digital document clustering
technique is a main area of concern, therefore the key
issues and their solution is introduced in this chapter.

3.

4.

3.1 System overview
Clustering is an unsupervised technique of learning and
pattern recognition. Basically the learning is performed to
the algorithm for teach them how to analyses less quantity

the length of the text documents are not similar
therefore the evaluation of individual text
contents needs a significant amount of
computational resources
the feature extraction from the different
documents are different in nature and length
thus the similarity measurement of one data
object to other object is a complex task
cluster formation of the documents need to
select some centroids for accurate group
formation, but random and fluctuating centroid
selection in text documents can increase the
process running time and their clustering
accuracy
similarity approximation in text mining need to
compare text document with their significant
features but the directional information on
similarity is computed yet for optimizing the
performance of clustering
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Testing dataset: that is the secondary input to the system.
That is also organized in form of directory but it contains a
list of documents which are needed to be identifying into
the groups which are learned by algorithm. Therefore a
mix set of all groups file are prepared as the test set, and
after algorithm’s learning this dataset is produced to
cluster the documents.

Solution methodology
In order to design an accurate and efficient clustering
technique for text classification a new methodology for
cluster analysis is proposed. The proposed technique’s key
components are listed using figure 3.1 additionally
their sub-components are explained in detail. The process
of the entire system is sub-divided into two major modules
first the training and second the testing. But the proposed
work is an unsupervised learning technique thus the
training is not an appropriate term. Therefore the training
process here termed as centroid selection process.
Additionally the cluster formation process is termed here
as the testing process.

Pre-processing: the pre-processing is a process that
identifies and removes the noisy content from the input
datasets for learning. According to its name that process is
applied before implementing the algorithm on the actual
data. In the document mining the nature of pre-processing
can be different from the other structured data mining
techniques. In this context the two phase pre-processing
technique is applied on the training data.
Removal of special characters: that is the first phase of
pre-processing, in this phase the special characters from
the entire text is removed (i.e. , “ ” / = + ) % # @ and other
similar). That process also helps to reduce the data for
further data model building and the pattern recognition.
Stop word removal: in order to prepare sentences some of
the words are frequently used such as (is, am, are, this,
that) and others. Additionally these words are not having
much significant for identification of any subject or group
names therefore these data is also need to be removing
from the text input.
Feature estimation: the volume of text data is always
higher therefore the word to word comparison between a
number of documents is a complex issue. Therefore to
limit the amount of data for the comparison and other
purpose the significant keywords are approximated from
the text documents. Additionally these keywords are
termed as the features of the text contents. In order to
approximate the features from the available domains the
two different features are estimated as:

Fig 1: proposed document clustering system

Training dataset: in order to provide accurate data
analysis the stable and accurate centroid selection process
is required. Therefore the two different sets of data are
used for training and testing purpose. In training process
the data set is organized in terms of directories and their
sub-directory manner. In figure the training dataset and
their organization is represented. The root directory of the
data is produced to system as the initial input for preparing
the centroids. In addition of that to identify the patterns on
the data the sub-directories is pre-labeled with the subjects
or group names. In other words after or during clustering
the test data can be recognizable in these specified subdomains or group names. The group directories may
contain one or more files for providing significance about
the domain names. During process the key feature are need
to approximate using these files for identify the group
name or domain name.

Word frequency: this feature is computed for the
individual word basis for the entire text domain or group
name. For instance a group name “Data mining” contains
2 files which contain the total 1000 word by counting both
the available files in this domain. Additionally need to
compute the word frequency for word “Classification”
which appeared in total of 10 times from both the
documents. Then the word frequency is approximated by
the following formula.
  
 =
(1)
  
Therefore the word classification’s frequency is
given by 10/1000.
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Word importance: this feature helps to identify how
important a word is for defining a group. Therefore that is
computed on the basis of the word and the amount of
sentences present in available documents. For example in
the previous example, the data mining group contains total
100 sentences. And for constructing the sentence the
classification word appeared in 10 different sentences then
the word importance is computed on the basis of the
following formula:
   
 =
(2)
 

base information. Using this feature vector’s direction and
likelihood is approximated.
K-Means clustering: finally the traditional k-means
algorithm is implemented for cluster the entire text
documents available in test dataset. In this context the
predefined centroids are produced as the group features are
demonstrated. The classical k-means algorithm is given
using table.
Table 2: K-means Algorithm

Input: N objects to be cluster (xj, xz … xn), the
number of clusters k;

Therefore the classification word has the 10/100 scale of
importance.

Output: k clusters and the sum of dissimilarity
between each object and its nearest cluster center is the
smallest;

Weight computation: the weight computation helps to
select the features from the total computed features from
the total computed features. In addition of that, this phase
also helps to regularize the length of estimated features.
The trimmings of features are also termed as vectorization
process. Therefore first the weights are computed for all
the estimated tokens in the given domain of group
according to the available files. The weigh computation is
performed by using the following formula:
 =  ∗ 
(3)

Process:
1. Arbitrarily select k objects as initial cluster
centers(!" , !$ , … , !& );
2. Calculate the distance between each object Xi and
each cluster center, then assign each object to the
nearest cluster, formula for calculating distance as:
1

Now after computing the weights for all the computed
tokens or words, the data is need to be select for vector
development. This process is required because the length
of the all the documents are not equal, additionally the
computed number of features for all the documents are
also not similar. Thus a common vector format is required
to implement the clustering algorithm. In this presented
work the length of vector is kept 50. In this context only
those top 50 features are keep preserved which are having
higher weights.

d(x) , m) ) = +,-x) − m/" 0 , i = 1 … N, j
/2"

$

= 1…k
(7 , ! )is the distance between data i and
cluster j.
3. Calculate the mean of objects in each cluster as the
new cluster centers,
:

1
! = , 79 , < = 1,2, … , >
8
9;"

8 is the number of samples of current cluster i;
4. Repeat 2) 3) until the criterion function E
converged,
return (!" , !$ , … , !& )
Algorithm
terminates.

Knowledge base: that is the structured organization of the
training documents. That is used to store the computed
feature vectors into the database for utilizing the
knowledge to identify any test document’s subject or
domain or group. Therefore the table shows the basis
organization
of
knowledge.
Table 1: knowledgebase

Group
Name

File name

Weighted
tokens

Performance: in this phase on the basis of the clustered
data performance of algorithm is computed. In this work
for computing the performance accuracy, error rate, time
and space complexity is measured.

Token
weights

Weight and direction estimation: this process is taken
place during the testing of the learned algorithm. Therefore
first the test dataset is produced into the system which is
evaluated according to the pre-processing phase and
feature computation. After computing the features the
entire features weights are combined using knowledge

Clustered data: the clustered data is termed for the
obtained predictive outcomes for the input files as their
group names which are need to be approximated.
Therefore this phase results the group names for all the
input test dataset.
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5. Proposed Algorithm

Time consumption

In the previous section the entire system design and
proposed system architecture is demonstrated. In this
given system model two basic and important modules are
implemented for accurately recognizing the document
patterns. Therefore in order to demonstrate the entire
clustering process with their training and testing phase the
two algorithms is included in this section. Table shows the
training algorithm and table demonstrate the testing
algorithm.

The time consumption of the algorithm is also termed as
time complexity of the algorithm. That is an amount of
time which is required to complete the required clustering
of documents. That can be computed using the time
difference between algorithm initiation time and
completion of the algorithm execution.

900

Table 3: Training model

800

Input: training Dataset D
Output: Knowledge base K
Process:
1. ?@ ABCD = EFG@HGIGJFI(H)
2. KLE (M = N; M P ?@ . RFSTIU; M V V)
i.
KLE(W = N; W P
BC. KMRFXLYSI; W V V)
ZKA D = XL[CYIF\EF]YFS^_
-BC. KMRF(W)0
D
ZMA
= XL[CYIF`[CLEIGS^F
(BC. KMRF(W))
ZA D = XL[CYIFZFMTUI
ZK, ZM)
aAD = ^L[CYIFaF^ILE(ZAD)
ii.
FS@ KLE
iii.
b. GCCFS@(a)
3. FS@ KLE
4. Return K

Time in MS

700

2.
3.

Proposed kmeans

400
300

Traditional
k-means

100
10
40
70
100
130
150
200

0
Number of Files

Fig 2: Time consumption

S. No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Input: knowledge base K, test dataset D
Output: clustered Data C

1.

500

200

Table 4: Testing model

Process:

600

?I = ?FG@cFdIHGIG(H)
KLE(M = N; M P ?I . RFSTIU; M V V)

a. X = e[FGS. HL^RYdIFE-b, ?MI ,
b. BELYCfG[Fd0

Table 5: Time consumption
Data set size
Proposed k(number of files)
means

10
40
70
100
130
150
200

Traditional kmeans

104
192
269
402
514
661
783

94
179
251
385
493
639
747

The required time for computing cluster is given using
above figure and table. The figure contains the line graph
for the algorithm computational time. Therefore in X axis
the amount of files which are required to cluster is given
and the corresponding amount of time is given in Y axis.
The results demonstrate the required time is increases
when the number of files for computation is increases.
Thus the time consumption is depends on the number of
files for clustering. Additionally the time is adoptable
because after training the testing not requires huge amount
of time for process the documents in the specific domain.
As compared to the traditional technique of document
clustering the proposed technique consumes higher time.
Because the traditional technique computes only a single

End for
Return C

6. Result Analysis
After successfully implementation of the proposed concept
this chapter delivers the measured results. These results are
computed during the different experiments and the most
valued results are selected for demonstration. In addition
of that a traditional k-means based clustering for text data
is also compared with the td-idf based concept for
performance justification.
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feature for approximating the clusters of the data, on the
other hand the proposed technique need to features for
clustering.

normalized with the help of regular size, on the other hand
in traditional approach the irregular size of vectors are
used for identifying the domain knowledge. Therefore the
proposed technique consumes less memory during the
pattern recognition.

Memory consumption

Accuracy

Memory consumption is termed as space complexity of
system. Thus it can be defined as the amount of main
memory required to process the input training set. To
compute the space complexity of any algorithm the
difference between total assigned memory for a process
and total free size of assigned memory is computed.

The clustering an unsupervised learning technique
therefore the accuracy is computed during the same time
as the training performed. In this context the accuracy of
the clustering algorithm is the amount of that is
distinguished correctly during the clustering as the
algorithm trains. Therefore the computation of accuracy is
given using the following formula.
accuracy % =

30000
28000

Proposed kmeans

26000
24000

mnmop )uyzm woxypsw

70 130 200

Number of Files

Proposed kmeans

40

Traditional
k-means

20
0
10
40
70
100
130
150
200

Table 6: Memory usage
Parameters
Proposed
(mean)

(4)

60

Fig 3: Memory usage

S.No.

X100

80

22000
10

mnmop qnrrsqmpt )1sum)v)s1 woxypsw

100

Traditional
k-means
Accuracy %

Memory in KB

32000

Traditional
(mean)

1
2
3
4

10
40
70
100

24827
25083
25853
26635

25933
26295
26971
27485

5
6
7

130
150
200

27116
27981
28847

27918
28942
29751

Number of Files

Fig 4: Accuracy
S.No.

The memory usage of the clustering algorithm with
increasing amount of file size is demonstrated using above
figure and table. The figure contains the graphical
representation of the table data. To demonstrate the
performance using the line graph the X axis contains the
number of files for training and the Y axis contains the
required main memory or computational space for the
system. According to the experimental results the memory
usage is also depends on the amount of files for
processing. Thus as the number of files for processing is
increases the required memory space is also increases in
the similar ratio. In order to comparison with the
traditional k-means clustering algorithm the proposed
algorithm is memory resource preserving approach.
Because the feature in the proposed technique is

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Table 7: Accuracy
Parameters
Proposed
(mean)

10
40
70
100
130
150
200

Traditional
(mean)

73.85
75.29
78.52
80.19
82.57
83.24
85.48

68.32
70.47
72.53
74.61
77.84
80.05
81.39

The performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of
accuracy is demonstrated using figure and table . The table
shows the numerical values of performance in terms of
percentage with increasing number of files. Additionally
the graphical representation of the collected experimental
values is given using above figure. To simulate the
performance using line graphs the X axis contains the
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number of files produced as input to the system and the Y
axis shows the accuracy obtained during experiments.
According to the obtained performance the accuracy of the
system needs a collection of significant knowledge
therefore as the amount of knowledge in data base is
increase the accuracy of the system is also increases.
Because the correctly recognition of a text document in a
domain needs to have the entire knowledge about the
domain. The comparative performance of both the
algorithms proposed and traditional k-means clustering for
document clustering is given using figure and table. in this
graph the red line shows the performance of traditional
approach and proposed approach is given by blue line.
According to the experimental results the proposed
algorithm enhances the performance of the algorithm as
compared to traditional technique. Thus the model for
document clustering is much suitable for applications.

5
6
7

The error rate of the algorithm demonstrates the amount of
data which is not accurately identified during testing of
algorithm. That is sometimes also termed as the
misclassification rate in classification algorithms. To
compute the error rate of algorithm the following formula
can be used.
x)wqpoww)v)s1 woxypsw
mnmop woxyps

Or

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

7. Conclusions
The data mining and their techniques are well known
method for automated data analysis. According to the
nature of data, the data mining algorithms are applied for
different kinds of pattern recovery from raw data. In this
presented work the clustering technique is main area of
study. The clustering is an unsupervised manner of data
analysis, where the data objects are evaluated on the basis
of their internal similarity and the user defined groups of
data is prepared. But the clustering approaches are not
much accurate that is needed to be improving for accurate
pattern identification. With this motivation the proposed
work is focused on document based cluster analysis
technique. In order to deploy the document based
clustering the k-mean algorithm is one of the most popular
approaches, therefore in this presented work an improved
document clustering approach using the k-means
algorithm is proposed and implemented. The proposed
approach includes two phase of clustering first learning
with the predefined patterns or groups, and in next phase
utilizing the domain information for performing the cluster
for incoming documents. During the training process the
proposed system implemented the noise reduction
technique using the stop word removal and the special
character removal technique. In next process the feature
extraction technique is used where the two technique are
implemented first is implemented on the basis of word
frequency in a specified domain and secondly the
importance of a word in a given domain. After feature

(6)

Proposed kmeans
Traditional
k-means

Number of files
Fig 5: Error Rate
S.No.

1
2
3
4

Table 8: Error Rate
Parameters
Proposed
(mean)

10
40
70
100

26.15
24.71
21.48
19.81

22.16
19.95
18.61

(5)

10
40
70
100
130
150
200

Error %

error rate = 100 − accuracy

X100

17.43
16.76
14.52

The error rate of the proposed document clustering
technique is demonstrated in the figure and table. The
error rate of the algorithm is decreases as the amount of
data for cluster analysis is increases in data base after
successful training. The representation of the error rate
using line graph is given here, in this line graph the X axis
contains the amount of files produced for training and
testing. Additionally the Y axis shows the obtained
performance of the algorithm in terms of percentage.
According to the experimental results the proposed
methodology improves the performance of document
clustering with increasing amount of training data. The
comparative performance of proposed and traditional
document clustering approach using k-means algorithm is
given using above table and figure. In order to demonstrate
the performance of proposed technique blue line is used
and for demonstrating traditional approach the red line is
used. According to the obtained results the proposed
technique improves their performance much effectively as
compared to traditional k-means clustering technique.

Error rate

error rate =

130
150
200

Traditional
(mean)

31.68
29.53
27.47
25.39
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extraction the feature selection technique is used in this
phase the vector is prepared for regular length based
features evaluation and finally the k-means clustering with
the predefined domain knowledge is implemented for
computing more accurate clusters.
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